3-21-16 Meeting
Monday, March 21, 2016
7:17 PM

Dave passed around signature cards
Signed by Cari, Danny, Lynn
This allows us to have 2 signers at each meeting

Minutes
Danny moves to approve
Cari seconds
Motion carries
Lynn wrote his first check, big old signature on little check.
Reports
Treasurer
Lynn has password for bank account but hasn't looked at it yet.
Dave provided balance information
$20,827.65 - Deposits
$5,694.13 - Investment
Website
We are now on new web service - DCNB
e-mails are a little bit harder to manage
For some reason Brandon's e-mail address bounced back.
Our e-mails go through to scout office now
Lynn cleaned up the @firemtn.org address list
Lynn created Instagram account
Very tightly linked to FaceBook, somehow tied to Lynn still.
Sean Weaver is responsible for posting but nothing yet.
We hope for it to be updated during camp and such.
Lynn will make a regular person Facebook account and make it an updater for Fire Mountain
facebook page.
Then maybe make this person the controller of the Instagram account.
Discussion surrounding Lynn's work on the Mount Baker Council webpage.
Projects
Meyer Family
$150 raised through generous donations
Dave bought cash gift card for Tina
Danny sent signed card and "Achiever" patch
Still have signed wrapping paper to send to the Meyer family
Maybe we will bring it to the work party to get signed by more people
Staff Boards
Discussion about scanning and documenting the sign boards
Dave will reach out to Steve Maurer to see if he can photograph the boards
Staff Jackets
Dave doesn't think we need to do anything about it right now.
Name Tags
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Name Tags
Dave talked with Ed Miller
Instead of Fleur De Lis, it would be nice to get the Fire Mountain round to glue onto
the name tags
It may be a significant cost increase but Ed will check on it.
Ed is still interested in doing the name tags.
Fundraising
Curt Warner has gotten the belt buckle mold to make new buckles. He will start making
Pewter buckles
We will have some at the April work party.
Erik Maynard will hook up the old G4 and fill up the hard drive with artwork
This will help with our web sales.
Events
Dave penciled in some of these and we will need to work with Janie on official dates.
A lot of the coordination will depend on how Janie wants to proceed with dates and such.
Night at camp is Friday night where Alumni come up and stay the night.
Trying to avoid Maynards camping trip which on July 29
Fall Event
Up in the air….
Alumni engagement
Membership
No Report
Newsletter
No Report
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